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CHAPTER I
EVALUATION OF MATHEMATICS TEXTBOOKS
Evaluation is an indispensable, recurring task which becomes
increasingly important when we commit ourselves to the ideal of
having eaeh of our pupils achieve the optimum ot his potential.
Before the effective use ot any evaluating instrument can be
achieved, the group must first arrive at a consensus on the contribution of mathematics to the total educational program.

They

must also recognize the mathematical competence of the teachers
who will b& using the text.

They must be aware or the varying

programs provided tor the range of student ability.
bility for the formulation of a school

~athematics

The

responsi~

pFogram rests

with the teachers and administrators 1n the system.
A growing realization ot the importance of the textbook in
our American system of education has led, during recent years, to
improved procedures for evaluating and selecting the books to be
used in our schools.

Two trends, as stated by the California

Department ot Education, are worthy of special mention in this
.
l
connec t ion.
The firs~ is the extended use ot score cards as
instruments to aid in evaluating textbooks.

By means of the score

card it is possible to determine in an analytical manner the extent to which a book fulfills the various conditions set up as

1 Ca.11fornia Department of Education, Evaluation of Arithmetic
Textbooks, Sacramento: California State Printing Oftice; 1932.
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introduced by all three texts.

The multiples concept is conveyed

in one to:rm ol:' another in all series.

Harcourt is the only series

using the term "multiples" in their text at this grade level.
Holt and Harcourt introduce the .factor concept at this time but
Silver-Burdett 1ntrodUoes the concept at the f'ourth grade level.
In grade four Silver-Burdett as well as H6lt extend factoring
to the idea

or

a common factor of two nwnbers with the latter o.f

the two e:xpla.ining it as a technique tor f'inding the simplest form
.fox- a. given f'ractional number.
as to

graate~

The

comp~ison

ot fractional numbers

than, less than, and equivalent is introduced.

Either

through use ot the number line or concrete aids the child is able
to apply the .following generalizations:
i.

2.

As the number or eqUal·sized parts of
the size of each part decreases.
As the number

or

~

whole 1noreasea,

equal-sized parts ot a whole decreases•

the size of each pattt increases.

The mixed number concept is diaeussed at this grade level.

Harcourt

as well as Holt introduce number pairs as background for 'Understand.
ing fractional numbers whereas Sil ver-Buz-dett uaes the approach
that tractions are associated with parts of a whole.
Structure ,,tµ'ld ,Pro;eert1tt!
In

second grade all series give experience in the commutative

and associative propei-ty of all addition .t'actts.

Harcourt presents

the identity element ot addition aa such with Silver-Burdett stating
that the idea will be emphasized at a later grade level and Holt
claiming a review

or

the concept.

tive property of mu.lt1pl1cat1on.

All series present the commutaThe idea of inverse operations

to solve related multiplication and division, addition and subtrac-

6
tion facts is used by all three series.
In

grade three the distributive property of multiplication

with respect to addition 1s introduced for all three series.

Holt

and Silver-Burdett develop the associative property of multiplication but Harcourt reserves its introduction until grade four.
All three series introduce the ll11.lltip11cation property of zero with

Holt and Harcourt doing the same for division.

Using the principle

of related facts, Holt leads the child to understand that division
by zero is meaningless• Ha.Pcourt calling it indefineable, and
Silver-Burdett remaining silent.

Each series develops the under.

standing of one as the identity element of multiplication as well
as the following division principles:

1.

Any counting number divided by one is that same
number.

2.

Any counting number divided by itself is one.

Grade four reinforces many of the properties of whole numbers.
Holt and Silver-Burdett develop the understanding that addition
of .fractional numbers is commutative and associative wbile Harcourt
presents problems in which sums and differences are determined by
counting.

Numeration
All series claim reviewing numerals as names for a. number
in grade two.

Harcourt and Silver-Burdett have lessons on reading

and writing numerals from zero through hundreds with Holt continuing through thousands.

The same statement would be applicable

f'or expanded notation.

In this grade fractional numbers are in-

t:t"oduced with emphasis placed on meaning, reading, and writing
of halves, thirds, and fourths.

7
In grade three each series introduces the basic grouping, or
base, of the Hindu-Arabic system of notation which is ten.

In

all cases the ten bead abacus is suggested as a teaching aid to
help children understand this concept.

The practice of rounding

numbers to the nearest tens and hundreds for purposes of estimating
answers is introduced.

Either through use of the number line or

drawings, equivalent fractions are introduced as well as extended
work in fractional numbers.

To give children insight into other

numeration systems, Harcourt and Silver-Burdett introduce the
Rom.an numerals with Holt introducing the Fgyptian numeration
system as well.
In fourth

g~ade

the concept of fractional numbers in simplest

form is developed by Holt and Silv•r-Burdett but not Harcourt.
Holt introduces decimal numerals placing the emphasis on meaning,
reading, and wx-iting extending the place value to hundredths with
Ha.Peourt and Silver-Burdett reserving this concept for a later

grade level•
notation.

The above statement would be applicable tor expanded

All three series contrast the Roman system ot numeration

with our own place-value system and develop the addition and
traction pattern ot symbols.

sub-

Holt extends the work to include all

seven basic symbols while Silver-Burdett concludes with the hundreds
symbol and. Harcourt simply takes up the symbols tor one through
ten.

Holt mentions brietly other numeration systems suoh as French,

Spanish, and Greek.

As a means of stimulating interest, Holt also

discusses values of place and digits and expanded numerals tor
base six.

No mention of this topic is made in either of the two

remaining series.

8
Sentences
In grade two all series have exercises for writing of addition
and subtraction sentences--if completion can be called writing
sentences.

Holt continues this same idea f'or multiplication and

division '"lith Harcourt doing the same for multiplication and
Silver-Burdett abstaining.

As for writing equations to solve

problem.a, lfolt would be the forerunner carrying the concept through

the four basic operations, Silver-airdett gives the child much
experience using pictures as well as story problems with limitations
on the operations, and Harcourt extending the concept through
multiplication.

All series develop the understanding of equivalent

and inequivalent expressions by asking the child to supply the
correct symbol.
Third grade finds the introduction

ot grouping in all three series.

or

pa:t'enthesis as a symbol

Using frames as variables is

chosen by all the series while Holt and Harcourt em.ploy the use
of letters as well.

Replacement of the variables with a. numeral

or symbol to make true sentences is introduced.

Judging if a.

sentence is true or false is presented also.
For grade four Holt is the only series to extend the work
of sentences by differentiating between "statement" and

11

open

sentencen.
Operations
In grade two all three series have a review of the basic

addition fa.ats through the sum of' ten and develop the sums eleven
through eighteen.

Since the te.xts present subtraction as the

inverse operation of addition, the above statement would be equally
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true of subtraction.

The addition and subtraction of tens and hun•

dreds are introduced on Holt and Harcourt.

Silver-Burdett extends

the operations to include adding tens with a sum of one hUndred
or more and the subtraction of tens from. hundreds.

Holt is the

only series to introdu.ee regrouping and extends the process to three

digit numerals that involve regrouping .from ones to tens and vice
versa.

All th& series contain work with three addends with Holt

introducing work with four addends.

Holt develops the mu.lt1p11ea-

t1on facts through the product thirty, Silver-Burdett helps the
child discover multiplication facts with three as the multiplier
or the multiplicand a.a well as the product ot tour fours While
Harcourt canoe.ms its presentation with the "adc.tt\ion doubles".
Since multiplication and div141aion are inverse operations, the
preceding statement would be applicable to division aa well.
Using number patterns to name sum.a is developed with Silver-Burdett
employing the idea in number sequences.
In third grade all addition and subtraction operations, inw

eluding regrouping, a.re introduced whereby a child is independent

and needs only to apply the same reasoning to :f'our, :f'ive., and six
digit numerals.

With regal'd to the series being oompared, regroup-

ing 1a an ex.tention of second grade for Holt but a concept intro-

duction for Harcourt and Silver-Bt.trdett.
operation covered in entirety.

Colwnn addition is another

Multiplication and division begins

with a review of second grade work with Holt introducing the multiplication combinations having seven, eight, and nine aa factors.
Silver-Burdett has discovering iimltiplication and division facts
in related groups with products and dividend$ to thirty while Harcourt
develops products and quotients tor faetors two througll six.

T.he
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introduction of the vertical notation tor a multiplication combination is shown.

All three texts develop the vertcal form

or

:multiplying with emphasi3 on the distributive property with Holt
and Harcourt, not Silver-Burdett, int:roducing the s.hort .form.

Holt advances multiplication the fa?'thest with regrouping of hundreds
while Iia.l'eourt and Silver-Burdett stop at tens.
numbers oo1ne1des with the multiplication.

Division of whole

An exception to the

above statement is Hal'court and Silver-Burdett include division ot
thousands while Holt oonoludes with

hundred~.

Relating

divis~on

to repeated subtraction is shown aa preparation tor the division

algorithm.

The vertical notation tor dividing is used by Harcourt

tor nonzero remainders with Holt and Silver-Burdett showing it for
remainders of zero.
Extention of multiplication and division are developed in

grade four.

Holt develops skill in finding products with factors

of ten, hundred, and thousand and nru.ltiples
thousand.

or

ten, hundred, and

They increase understanding the multiplication of two

numbers named by two digit numeral.a as well as the algorithm for
finding. the product of a number named by two digits and a number
na.tned by three digits.

Harcourt, by

comp~ison,

develops skill in

finding products with factors of ten and hundred as well as the
multiplication by a factor represented by a three digit numeral.
Silver-Burdett eontinues to develop the use of the distributive
principle in multiplying hundreds, tens, and ones and introduces
the basic algorit:qm for multiplication with two digit numerals.
Holt and Harcourt state that the algorisn for division by any number
greater than nine will not be developed until the fifth grade excepting division by multiples of ten.

Silver-Burdett develops the
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ability to divide by tens and ones and extends the work to quotients
greater than ten.

All introduce the addition and subtraction of

fractional numbers involving a common denominator with Holt extending
the work to include unlike denominators.

The latter is the only

series to introduce the addition and subtraction or decimals even
to the point of regrouping.

Each of the three series introduce the

meaning of an average and develop a computational procedure for
determining the average of a set or numbers.
Graphing, Tables• Scale

Draw1~s

For grade two Holt shows an addition table which can be used
to find the missing addend.
The making of a multiplication table is suggested by Holt in
grade three.

It is shown how the table can be used to find products,

missing factor, and quotients.

Silver-Burdett introduces the idea

ot a table for summarizing data and using this data 1n problem
solving.

Both Holt and Silver-Burdett introduce seal drawing and

provide experience in interpreting scales on maps.

The reading

of picture and bar graphs is introduced by Holt and Silver-Burdett
with Harcourt introducing the concept in grade four.
Graphing is extended in grade four to include dot graphs(Holt),
line graphs(Silver-Burdett}, and graphing numbered pairs(Harcourt).
Graph construction is introduced with the concepts of scale and
ratio being taught.

Scale drawing is presented by Holt and

Silver-Burdett to increase understanding of scale and to apply the
concept to measuring distances but Harcourt does not mention this
concept.
Geometrz

12

In this area ot mathematics tor grade two Holt has the most
advanced presentation with Harcourt in second position and
Silver-Burdett running a poor third.

All series agree on the fol-

lowing concepts and properties ot each: circle, triangle, square,
and rectangle.

Line, line segment, and their naming are an intro-

duction tor Harcourt and Silver-Burdett but a review for Holt.

The latter plus Harcourt develop intuitively the concept of point
and its naming with Silver-Burdett remaining silent.

While Holt

introduces the idea of an angle• all three series introduce the
idea of a right angle with Silver-Burdett and Harcourt calling it
a nsquare corner"•

Other geometric topics introduced in Holt but

not the other two series are: paths, locating points, congruence,
and the idea of a ray.
In grade three all series develop understanding of the
geometric concepts of point, line, a:pd line segment as well as the
idea that there are infinitely many lines through a single point
in space but only one line passes through two different points.
Holt and Silver-Burdett introduce the geometric concept ot a curve
and a simple closed curve with Harcourt concurring on the idea
but using the term closed path.

Holt is the only series to intro-

duce the tel'Dl polygon with respect to plane f'igures.

To :t"urther

understanding of the concepts and pr·opertie s of the circle, triangle,
rectangle, and square, all three series have expeI"iences in the
construction of the plane figures.
For fourth grade the introduction of the space figures,
cylinder,. cone, eube,.sphere, and pyramid, is the most outstanding
contribution.

The introduction of congruence and polygon by

Silver-Burdett and Harcourt respectively is noted at this time.
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'i'hrough

intuitive introduction and eonatru.ction, pai'allel alld

perpend1cula?" lines are

prese~ted

with Holt es:tending the concept

to include the idea of a transversal.

Measurement
~cm.ez.--In

all the coins

the seccxnd grad& all

and.

the dollar.

thre~

Concept• of cost and change are

extended with S1lver-Bu?'dett **ing the

Holt and Hareourt use the $1.00 or
using lOOcenta.

~

100~

simplest of examples.

notation with Silver-lil.trdett

!he few computations, addition and

that are includa4 only c6v•r

regrouping.

serise have introduced

een~s

subt~aetion,

less than one dollar 8l!1d no

In gPade tb:Pee the application of the tour basic oper-

ations with respect to mon1e$ is presented.

Silver-Ba.rdett

and

Hal:'court teach the use of the dollar sign and oents point with
Bolt leaTing thie topic to be-

le~ed

outside the classroom.

For

grad& tour Harcourt is the only one ot the three series to mention
money and this concerns the

tour basic operations with amounta of

one dollar and over.

--

Time.--In 3eeond

g~ade
.

all series cover the telling of time

to f'ive-mi:aute intervals, the nearest hour, quarter o:i- ba.11' hour.

Silver-Blll'dett ls the only series that provides practice in finding
the time

t~at

elapses between one apecitied time and another.

Holt. aol-ely and exclua1vely, teaches WJ:Siting numerals in two
different forms to show a given time.

All three series use the

ealend!ll.' to discover time re1ationships.

Third grade finds the

telling of time expanded to include minute intel'vals.

Silver-Burdett

is the only series to show Roman numerals on a clock face.
Writing time in the eonventional manner

~d

A.M. and P.M. notations

are covered by Hareotll't while Silv&r-Burdett makes this concept
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known in .fourth grade.

Frade four see$ .further preeiaion in the

measurement of' time with ment1oli of the second.

Harcourt aeotions

the millisecond end presents a ve:ry complete listing o.f units to
measUl"e time includil.lg decade and century.
~ineat ;Measur~.--In

the second grade all aeries cover the

concept of inch and hal.t" inah.
u

Harcourt and Bolt present th& .foot

a unit of mea.su.:Nt with the latter- extending to include the yard.

Noticeable by its aloneness, Holt extends the work with units ot
measure to f'ractional parts of a :root.

In grade three some dis-

cussion of formal and in.f ~ measure and tlie development of

standad units o.f measure is included.

Silver-Burdett intl"odueea

the ineh, .foot, yard, and mile, Holt mentions the mile, and

Precision

Harcourt includes the ylll:'d.

to the .fourth ineh in grade
~ t~

:roui-.

presentation to measur$ment

o.f

o.f

DlEJasurement 1s extended

While Silver-Btatdett con:N.neslines and objects, liolt and

Harcourt give experience in eon'tfert1ng f'eet to inches, yards to
.feet and vice Teraa.

Licui,18 1'fea!pf!1e.--In the seoohd gr-ade all three series include
cup. pint, and qu.a.J!tt as un!,ts with Harcourt and Holt introducing
the gallon and the latter the hfilf gallon.

Gr•de three merely

rein.fo:rrees and ext.ends liquid meaaul"ement concepts which have
already been taught.
main purpose

i~

Converting

fourth grade.

.f11om

an& unit to anothet- is the

It is interesting to note that

Silver-Burdett is the only $eries to mention th& liquid ounce.
We:t,ght.-•Hsrcourt and Holt develop the eone&pt ot a pound
in the seqond grade with the latter introducing the ounce as a
unit .for measuring weight.

Silyer--Burd.ett is conspicuous by its

t6tal disregard of this topic.

Grade three expands the measuring
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weight concept to include a ton by Holt, u

ounce by Harcourt,

and the introduction o:f the ounce and pound by Silver-Burdett.
The latter discusses the fractional parts of a pound.

is concerned with the conver$1on of oq.noes and pounds.

Fourth gt-ade
Holt is

the only series to 1ntroduee- adding weight measu.?'es including
regrouping ounces.
M!acellaneot\& Keawe .... -Gi-ad& t.wo sees the introduction of
;

the measurement ot temperature and learning to read the thermometer.

All series teach the number ot a dozen and halt dozen.

th;ree contains no significant expansion.

Grade

Fourth grade involves

the computation of temperature as well as introduction of the
negative sign to indicate temperature below zero.

Other units

of measure introdueed by Holt and Harcourt at this time are the
squa.J:?e inch, foot. and yard as well as the cubic inch, toot, and
yard.

While Silver-Burdett does not mention the square or cubic,

it does develop basic concepts involving dey measure such aa veck
and bushel.

Problem So-lving
There is a variance of problem solving situations in grade

two.

All three series present verbal problems with or without

the aid of a picture.
probl~ms

Holt and Silver-Burdett call for solving

illustrated by pictures that show action.

problems by comparison ot numbers is developed.

Solving

The majority of

problem solving situations is at the one level with Silver-Burdett
and Holt extending the

wo~k

to include tens.

Addition and

subtraction receive the main emphasis as solutions in all three
series.
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In grade three problem solving is expanded to include all
basic operations on two, three, and four digit numerals.
to problems on measures and

fract~onal

Solutions

nunibers are found.

Grade four reviews and extends writing sentences for problems
including the two-step problem.
averages are presented.

Problems involving graphing and

Harcourt and Holt eontain problems

involV'ing speed with the latter including decimal problems.

III
TEACTiABILI'J'Y OP

ri'he methods used to present :ma.thematlca..1 ideas i...'11. the
elementar>y grades :must be based on

~che

:m&turi ty of the

and the level o:r abstraction he cm1 e.ttain.,

lear:nei~

As Dr. Irv:i.ng Adler

states 11 we should use two criteria for selecting the mathematical

e:xperiences a child should have at any given age: (a) they should
be experiences that he is ready :ror in view o:r the sta.,.,3e of
mental p;rmvth that the child has reached; (b) they should help

prepa.re the child to advance to the next

0

stage.~

We shou.ld not

teach a topic too early, but we should not delay for years a topic
that he is ready for.
Modern mathematics stl"E:rnses a f'ew fundamentals concepts that
a:re the basic principles of mathemat:lcsi#

:t1hese concepts are start-

eel in the p1"1mary grades snd extended ::!.n the follow:Lng g:rades.
I:n ea.eh grade a certain a.mou.nt of reteacb.ing will P..2.Ve to be done t>
but :t t is a

w~'lste

of time to tea.eh concepts that must be unlearn-

The b0st way of teaching modern. :m.athelT'.atics is the di8cove:t"Y
:method.

ahildren learn by doing.

Mathew.atical concepts grow out

ot ex.perlences vdth real objects, as ycu

and the cr.i..1ldren vwrk

together 01•ga.n:tzing 11 rearranging /.1 comparing:; a.'1.d talking about

2Adler 11 Irvi.:ng, "Mental Grmvth and the Art of Teaching, n
The Arithmetic Teacher, XIII (Novemberl? 1966), !~76-8~,,.,.
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what these objects mean and what is unusual about them.
The concept of distinguishing between thinking numbers and
writing numerals makes mathematics more meaningful because we can
distinguish more easily between actually operating with abstract
numbers and merely manipulating symbols for these numbers.

The

teacher writes the numeral fourteen on the board and asks the
children to give many names for this number.

As all the re-

sponses are written on the board, it becomes quite evident that
the number fourteen ha.s many names.

This type or ex.ereise brings

a type of flexibility to the mathematics elassroom that was never
there before we made the distinction between number and numeral.
As a teacher dramatizes how early man recorded his numbers
by using pebbles or cutting notches in a piece of wood 1 children
get tne reeiing that

m.atne.ma.~ica

is man-made.

Their interests

lead them to learn how Egyptians, Romans, and others recorded
their numbers.

By comparison, it creates a deeper understanding

of the importance of plaee-value in our own mathematical system.
Today in elementary ma'thematics, we have dropped the word
"borrowing" and instead say we regroup.

All we are saying is that

in certain problems we need another name for the number in the
exercise if we are going to .find the simplest name for the answer.
The children, by renaming the number and doing the work in Longer form at first• will have an unaerstana.ing f'or the short method
that will come later.
The structural properties of our number system are the rules
that govern the moves we can make in computation.

Knowledge of

the structural properties takes the black magic out or mathematics.

It is important in the fourth grade that properties under-
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lying the operations of whole numbers be explained to them in a
more forI11a.lized manner.

The purpose behind this explanation is

to illustrate that the properties underlying the operations in
the set of whole numbers axae identical to the properties underlying the operations in the set of fractions, decimals, percentage, and later the negative whole numbers.
We speak of subtraction and division as the inverse operations or addition and multiplication, but do children tl"llly understand "inverse"?

Are they aware the addition and lm1ltiplication

table. such as Holt presented, are subtraction and division as
well?

Are they aware that the tables manifest the properties ot

closure, identity element, and commutativity?

To judge how well

pupils can apply their lmowledge and understanding, suggest that
pupils use unfamiliar symbols and an unfamiliar mathematical
system to solve mathematics problems.

For the most part, the

tables that the pupils see are of limited extension, and seldom,
if ever, are pupils encouraged to speculate about their expansion.
Opportunities should be presented to make it necessary for pupils
to expand the table in order to find the information they need.
Referring to the readiness of a child leads to the belief
that a child is capable of learning all the addition and subtraction facts by the end of the first grade.

Having learned

intuitively the meaning of the conunutat1ve and associative properties of addition, the pupil now has an opportunity to apply
his knowledge by developing the sums eleven through eighteen and
the related subtraction facts.

Consequently, second grade could

devote more time to the regrouping concept.

This curriculum

revision would allow the introduction of multiplication and divi-
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sion earlier in the third grade texts resulting in a better understanding of these operations and provide experiences for advancing
these operations.

As noted in the study, Holt and Silver-Burdett discuss the
order of counting numbers to thousands while Harcourt concludes
with hundreds.

This would imply that the learning of the concept

beyond one hundred would be rote.

Basically all the child needs

to do is apply the f'undamentals of plaee-value.
It has been my experience that children a.re much more adept

in money concepts than the texts believe possible.

A child's

school life practically revolves around money--what with book
rental, purchasing a cafeteria ticket, and milk money.

Some mis-

conceptions may be formulated in the child's mind due to poorlyworded questioning by the teacher rather than a lack of conceptual
understanding.
'l'he lateness

ot :mathematical texts in introducing fractional

numbers when children

~

already familiar with their meaning is

another C'Ul"riculum revision that merits attention.

What cbild

haa not experienced sharing and felt the need of' a written symbol
to express himself?

Noting that only one text, Holt. introduces decimal fractions
in the fourth grade leads to questioning the difficulty of' the
concept or the method of presentation.

As is well lmown. the

system of whole numbers is constiwu.cted on the decimal principle.

If' the concept of' dec1nial .fractions is taught as an exten$ion of
the decimal whole numbers,, the wholeness of the decimal natural
numbers is retained• with the result that the fractions are meaning:t'ul and better understood.

This approach is conceivable and

21

within the mental capacity ot this grade level.
Due to the introduction ot many mathematical terms in primary grades, perhaps some thoughts reguding this subject would

be in order.

At the risk of oversimplification, a tel"lt is a name

of the concept denoted by the term.

Theoretically, there are three

ways ot teaching a student a concept.

One

way is to employ the

set-membership r-elation and identify objects which are members
of the set denoted by the

te~.

A second way is to state explic-

itly the necessary and sufficient conditions tor an object to be
called by the tem be1rig defined.

The third way ia to remain in

the meta.language and state another term which :means o:z- is to mean
the same a.a the term being defined.

Which method to employ would

depend on the child'• capabilities.

Too often have I experienced

c.tdlaren entering t.nird grade with a rote learning

or

commu~a.~ive,

associative, and identity element plus miapromou.nciation of the
terms.

One word on the teachab1lity ot measurement precision in
fourth grade.

Children should be taught that precision in

measurement does not indicate greater or less care in the act of
measuring.

It involves only the unit of measure used.

The smaller

the unit of measure used, the more precise the measurement.

Any concept is teaeha.ble at any grade level with varying degrees of thorougl:m.ess and understanding.
topic is geometry.

One such hotly debated

Second graders need geometry in their mathe-

matics curriculum, tor a change of pace.

16.tch of the number work

done in second grade began in grade one, so geometry can bring a
new spark to the program..

It can do the same for first grade.

All a child needs to do is look about him and see

ci~les,

tri-
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angles, squares, and rectangles.

True, he may not know their geo-

metric names but he is capable of recognizing shapes.

So, why

wait until second grade to introduce geometry?
In

~uamarization,

three series compared.

Holt is the best ma.thematics text of the
My' decision is based on the following rea-

sons:
l.

The spirit and content are in harmony with the latest
developments in mathematics curriculum.

2.

A consistent, intuitive development of basic geometry
topics.

3. The discovery approach is used.

4.

The pupil develops powers of logical thinking through
ekill.f'u.lly designed aeries of questions appropriate
for his maturity level.

5.

A thorough preparation in arithmetic skills is pro-

vided.

6. The pupil text is self-explanatory at the pupil'a
level of understanding.

7. The accelerated sequence provides pupils who have

demonstrated excellent performance with an opportunity to proceed at a more ~apid pace, to investigate
many concepts in greateit depth, and to begin the firat
formal course in elementarJ" algebra earlier.

a.

Twenty-five years of teaching in the elementary aehool.
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relevant to the evaluation. It is this type
of criteria we have tried to establish. The
report includes criteria applicable for
Grades K-12, but likewise in any one
situation not all criteria may be applicable.
Neither will each criterion necessarily be
of equal value to all groups in the evaluation of texts.
For the effective use of this instrument
there must be some prior preparation on
the part of the group making the text
selection. The group must first arrive at a
consensus on the contribution of mathematics to the total educational program
of their system. They must also recognize
the mathematical competence of the
teachers who will be using the text. They
must be conscious of the philosophy of the
school system and the direction its program is to take. They must be aware of
the varying programs provided for the
range of student ability. The formulation
of a mathematics program for the school
system is the responsibility of the teachers
and administrators in the system. The
program should be formalized prior to
the investigation of textbooks. The textbooks are selected as aids in carrying out
established programs for a particular
school. The selection is likely to satisfy the
needs of a school better if the opinions of
the teachers who are to use the text are·
considered in its selection. If these steps
are taken prior to active investigation of
texts, a better selection will result.
No special mention is made of series of
texts. The committee feels that general
principles of sequence, structure, corn-·

The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics continually tries to bring to
its membership various types of material
which will be beneficial to the mathematics teacher in his day-to-day activities. Due to the rapidly changing nature
of the mathematics being taught in the
elementary and secondary school, it
seems wise to provide at this time a set
of criteria which will aid the teacher in
the selection of the textbook which
will best meet his needs.
A committee of Council members was
chosen and charged with this responsibility. Throughout its deliberation, this
committee felt that it must guard against
a set of criteria which would tend to establish a national curriculum. At all times the
local community's particular characteristics must be considered.
The committee first gave careful consideration to existing sets of criteria, and
circulated to the Council membership a
request for suggestions and methods which
had proven helpful.
This report is an instrument to aid in
making qualitative judgments, not in
quantifying the characteristics of texts.
Therefore, there are no numerical rankings or quantifying numbers associated
with any element. The report is designed
to help the user in his decision-making
process, but it will not make the decision
for him. It is not possible to use a single
number to measure the quality of a textbook for use in a single institution. It is,
rather, a subjective judgment based on
careful consideration of criteria which are
1
i. •.•.
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patability, etc., which apply to one text
also apply to a series, only in greater degree. Therefore, it is recommended that
the evaluators of a series study the total
body of material as they would a single
text.
So it may be as functional as possible,
the report has been divided into sections.
These sections are not intended to follow
any particular book's organization. The
first part of the report deals with criteria
applicable to content, presentation, and
organization of texts. The criteria have
been brought together under headings
that are closely related to large ideas.
These headings are Structure, Rigor,
Vocabulary, Definitions and Undefined
Terms, Correctness, Theorems and Proofs,
Generalizations, Ordering, Tests, Exercises and Reviews, Illustrative Examples,
Teachability, Optional Topics. The criteria are in the form of questions, which
it is hoped will help the selector in making
his decision.
Each section has an introductory statement which either clarifies what the committee means by the heading or indicates
the significance of the ideas encompassed
by it. These statements are applicable to
both the elementary and secondary levels.
Following each general statement is a set
of criteria and an accompanying illustrative example to aid the evaluator when he
is considering the area covered by the
topic. In cases where a criterion is not
applicable to both elementary and secondary, it will be so indicated. In cases where
a criterion is sufficiently clear, no examples
appear.
In the second part are criteria relating
to physical characteristics of the text and
to services provided by the publisher. These
criteria have been separated into sections
on general format, index and references,
usability, services, and teachers' manual.

knowledge. Each element which is a part
of this body must fit into a properly established structure.
A. Does the presentation assist the
student m understanding the
structure of this particular area
of mathematics?
Elementary
If the commutative property has been verified
for addition, then is the student asked to test
this property for other operations?
Secondary
Does the text point out that y = 3x +6 describes a set of ordered pairs, determines a function, and defines a line?

B. As an extension of a topic is
made, does the development
show clearly how the extension
is related to the structure under
consideration?
Elementary
Is it shown that when the natural numbers
are extended to rationals, the set is closed under
addition and multiplication?
Secondary
As natural numbers are extended to real
numbers, does the material show that the multiplicative identity exists in each extension?

II. Rigor
Rigor in a text refers to the nature of the
development of the arguments and the
kind of justification that is used in proof.
Few presentations are entirely rigorous or
completely without ngor. The level of
rigor in a text may have much to do with
the future understanding of the subject by
its reader.
A. Is the development of the topic
made on appropriate levels of
rigor?
Elementary
To what extent are reasons presented for
principles and procedures?

Secondary
Criteria relating to presentation
and content

To what extent are reasons presented for
principles and procedures?

I. Structure

B. Does the author attempt to
cultivate and capitalize on the

Mathematics is a body of organized
2
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Secondary
Trying to prove the base angles of a triangle
congruent by dropping a perpendicular to the
base before having proved it is always possible
to construct such a perpendicular.

reader's intuitive understanding,
while pointing out the dangers
and limitations of dependence
on intuition?
Elementary

III. Vocabulary

Are the students led to see that multiplication doesn't always result in a larger number
as the product?

Most of the terms which are introduced
are names of significant ideas. Since these
ideas are an important part of the structure, it is essential that the terms be presented effectively.
A. Is the vocabulary appropriate
for the level of the student?
B. Is the rate of introducing new
terms appropriate to the mathematical maturity of the student?
C. Once a term has been defined, is
it used?
D. To strengthen understanding
are ideas restated in different
language rather than by mere
verbatim repetition?

Secondary
Since 1+3=4, 1+3+5=9,
1+3+5+7=16; does it appear that
1+3+5+7+ · · · 2N-l=N2?

C. Is the material presented in such
a way that the student is expected to make conjectures and
test their truth?
Elementary
If the sum of two even numbers is even, is the
sum of two odd numbers odd?

Secondary
The student learns the diagonals of a rectangle
bisect each other. Does this condition hold for
diagonals of all quadrilaterals? If not, does it
hold for any quadrilaterals other than rectangles?

IV. Definitions and undefined terms
Basically, definitions amount to symbol
substitutions, that is, the stipulation that
a simple symbol-one word, for examplecan be used instead of a complex symbol
like a long phrase. In the context of teaching defining amounts to teaching a student
how to use a symbol, viz., (1) by stating
the conditions which are necessary and
sufficient for something to be called by the
symbol being defined; (2) by naming objects which are called by the symbol being
defined, or (3) by stating what symbol or
symbols can be used to replace the symbol
being defined.
A. Do all definitions in the text
contain only those terms which
can reasonably be expected to be
understood by the student at his
stage of development in the subject?

D. Are the proofs appropriate for
the maturity of the student?
E. If insufficient reasons are given
for some of the steps of a development, is this justified to the
student, and are the omissions
indicated?
Elementary
Not applicable

Secondary
We probably would accept the Pythagorean
theorem without proof in Grade 7, whereas in a
subsequent grade we would require proof before
using it.

F. Does the text point out the
dangers of such common errors
as circular proof, assuming truth
of converses, assuming uniqueness, and using theorems as evidence before they have been
demonstrated or stated as exercises?

Elementary
If "simple closed curve" is used to define a
polygon, is "simple closed curve" understood?

Secondary

Elementary

Defining a quadrilateral as a geometric con-

Not applicable
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Elementary
Implying there are more points on a line 10
units long than on a line one unit long.

figuration consisting of four sides when "geometric configuration" is not understood.

B. Are the stated conditions necessary and sufficient for the object
to be named by the term being
defined?

v

Elementary
Confusing the area of a polygon with the
interior of a polygon.
Secondary
Failure to specify the domain when it is
stated that 37 cannot be factc•red, and, similarly,
at a later stage
x2 +4, v4 = ±2, vx2 = ±x,
v'x2 -2ax+a 2 =x-a.
Referring to the function f(x) instead of the
function f evaluated at x.

Secondary
Defining a regular polygon as a polygon with
congruent segments for sides is not satisfactory.

C. Has the defining expression
avoided use of the term being
defined or a term directly derived from it which has not been
defined?
D. Does the content make clear the
particular usage of a term which
may have a different meaning in
another context?

Not applicable

,,!

Secondary
3, 5, 7, 11, 13 · · · are prime numbers; therefore, all prime numbers are odd is not a valid
statement because 5 or 50 instances do not
mathematically prove a generalization.

Elementary
Not applicable
Secondary
"Two figures are said to be congruent if they
can be made to coincide" is not a satisfactory
definition of congruent figures.

B. Are the steps in the proof sufficiently "short" so that the normal reader can bridge the gap?
C. Are counterexamples used wherever they may be employed to
an advantage?

V. Correctness

There are some statements which practically every mathematician would agree
are in error. There are other statements
which some mathematicians would regard
as erroneous, but others would not.
A. Is the text free of statements
most mathematicians would
agree are false?

Elementary
18-4 and 4-18, or 16-3 and 3-16 show by
counterexample that natural numbers are not
closed under subtraction.
Secondary
Using 41 as a counterexample for N 2 -N +41

4

Elementary
Not applicable

Elementary
Not applicable

H. Has a foundation been laid for
indirect proofs before the theorem is used? Are fewer theorems
presented for acceptance on
faith without proof as the material is developed?

Elementary
·The commutative property of addition for
counting numbers holds for whole numbers and
also rational numbers.
Secondary
Factorability depends on the universe.
x4 -25 factored over integers is (x2 -5)(x 2 +5),
over the reals is (x2 +5)(x-v'5)(x+v5), and
over complex numbers is (x-iy'5)(x+iv'5)
(x - v5) (x + v5).

Elementary

Elementary
Testing the divisibility of a number by three
by dividing the sum of its digits by three any
number of times would not prove the rule.

E. Is there a clear distinction between terms taken as undefined
and as defined?

VIII. Ordering
Ordering refers to the sequence of topics
and the steps within topics, either within
the text or throughout the series of texts
from grade to grade.
A. Is the material presented in a
way which develops various
topics on an elementary level
and returns to the development
at intervals to explore each topic
more deeply with each repetition?

F. Is it quite clearly indicated in
each case where a proof or demonstration ends?

G. Is the appropriate logic available
before proofs of theorems are
introduced?

Here we are concerned with major
generalizations which form the ~ssential
structure of the text and the arguments by
which the formal conclusions are established.
A. Is it made clear that the demonstration of many instances of a
mathematical generalization does
not prove it, although it does
increase its plausibility?

Secondary
"Equivalent" as used with set as compared to
its use with equations.

B. Are instances that lead to generalizations appropriate in sequence and number?
C. Are intermediate generalizations
brought in when necessary to establish a continuity in generalization?

Elementary

VI. Theorems and proofs

Elementary
Divide evenly as it relates to sharing as opposed to a division problem where the remainder is zero.

lished in two space, are the students encvuraged
to consider whether these properties can be generalized to three space?

generates prime numbers, but does not hold for
N ,.,41.

D. Are all postulates which are used
stated explicitly, including those
that are plausible and often implicitly assumed?
E. Is it pointed out that there may
be other proofs of a theorem?

Secondary
Giving the solution of a quadratic equation
x2 +5x-24=0 as x=3 and x= -8.

Elementary
"A triangle is formed by three line segments"
is not a satisfactory definition.

-~

Not applicable
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I. Is there ever an attempt to show
why the hypotheses of a theorem
are as stated, and how the conclusion would be changed if a
hypothesis were altered?

B. Are reasons given for choosing
any unusual arrangement of material or for using a particular
approach?

Elementary

IX. Tests, exercises, and reviews

Not applicable

Exercises, whether appearing as part of
a topic, in a review, or in a test, secure a
response from the student. They provide a
deepening of his understanding and an
evaluation of his progress. They furnish
the teacher a means for assessing the student's understanding.
A. Are there adequate materials to
permit a valid evaluation?
B. Are there materials to help the
pupil develop the power and
habit of self-evaluation?

VII. Generalizations
Generalizations are statements of relationship and, together with concepts, serve
to portray structure.
A. Are opportunities to generalize
provided?
Elementary
If 5X7=35, 5X4=20, 5X9=45, then is it
true that any number whose decimal numeral
ends in 0 or 5 is divisible by 5?
Secondary
When certain geometric properties are estab-
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XL Teachability

C. Are there periodic tests to assist
in evaluation?
D. Do the tests provide a means for
the evaluation of the entire
range of abilities?
E. Are questions clearly and concisely stated to avoid their being
misinterpreted?
F. Are there some exercises that
require the student to generalize,
to discover, to consolidate concepts, to improve skills, and to
apply what he has learned to
new situations?
G. Are exercises of varying difficulty identified?
H. Are there exercises designed to
challenge the student?
I. Are there exercises designed to
encourage thinking?
J. Do the review exercises make it
possible to identify specific instructional needs?
K. Does the review direct attention
to the significant elements and
their relationship to each other?

Textbooks are used by the student both
with and without the direction of the
teacher. Insofar as the text can be used by
the student on his own, its effectiveness is
enhanced.
A. Are ideas developed by raising
questions, considering alternatives, and encouraging conjectures which may be verified
later?
B. Are references made to topics
which precede and follow so that
the student may see a problem in
a better perspective?

XII. Optional topics
It should be recognized that a text is
written to satisfy many readers, and the
suggestions of many critics are incorporated into its final form. It is, therefore,
not absolutely imperative that a teacher
consider every topic equally essential and,
hence, feel compelled to devote time to all
of them.
Is the text written in such a manner that those items considered to
be optional can be deleted without
destroying the continuity of the
presentation?

X. Illustrative examples
Frequently, illustrative examples may
be designed to anticipate the development
of some concepts; illustrative examples
may also be used to reinforce some of the
concepts which have been previously established.
A. Do the examples clarify the concepts presented?
B. Are examples used to lead into
similar problems in the set of
exercises without being merely
duplications?
C. Are examples used to indicate
the area of application of generalizations?
D. The implications of a generalization may sometimes be lost
unless various examples of its
applications are cited to illustrate its extensiveness.
E. Are examples appropriate for
the grade level?

Criteria relating to physical
characteristics and services

The mechanical features of a text and
the services provided by the publisher are
important, of course, but only if the criteria of content and presentation have
been met. Impressions of quality of print,
paper, page organization, etc., should not
become the major factor in making the
final decision.
I. General format
The purpose is to attract and sustain the
student's attention.
A. Does the cover of the text identify
it as one on mathematics?
B. Do the symbols and pictures raise
mathematical questions related to
the textual material?
6

C. Does the page arrangement generally give to the reader a feeling
of continuity?
D. Do the headings clearly portray
the sequence of subject matter?
E. Are the type size and style suitable for the group for whom the
book is intended?
F. Is the book of a convenient size
and shape for the group for which
it is intended?
G. Is the paging and paragraphing
such that references, ordering of
ideas, and class discussion can be
carried out easily?
H. When color is used, does it contribute to the presentation of the
material?
I. Is the quality of paper, binding,
print, and cover such that the text
will maintain its functionality
under reasonable use?

IV. Services
A. Is the sales promotion material
accurate and informative?
B. Are the educational services provided by the publisher useful?
C. If there are supplementary tests
and materials, do they aid in the
effective use of the text?
D. Is the buyer clearly informed of
major changes when there are revisions?
E. Does the publisher have a record
of fulfilling its agreements?

V. Teachers' manuals
A. Does the format provide for convenient and effective use?
B. Does the manual provide clarification of the text material?
C. Are there materials and suggestions to aid in diagnosis, remediation and evaluation?
D. Does the manual assist the teacher
in selecting a suitable sequence of
topics, methods of presentation,
and in determining time to be
spent on a particular topic?
E. Does the manual contain background material that is helpful to
teachers?
F. Does the manual provide help in
the solution of problems?
G. Are the pages keyed to the related
text materials?
H. Does the manual indicate that
there may be different approaches
to solving a problem and that
there may be different but equally
desirable ways of expressing the
answers?

II. Index and references
A. Does the index facilitate referral
to related ideas?
B. Is the table of contents detailed
enough to be used for reference,
and does it provide an initial estimate of the scope of the book?
C. Does the text contain a glossary of
essential symbols and definitions?
D. Are cross-references provided as
part of the textual material?
III. Usability
A. Are definitions, theorems, axioms,
and other important items presented in a manner appropriate to
their importance and purpose in
the text?
B. Does the text require the purchase of additional material to
teach the mathematics effectively?
C. Is the text equipped with sufficient tables to provide adequate
support for the presentation and
are they located conveniently?
D. Is the text relatively free of typographical errors?

This report is respectfully submitted by
the Committee on Aids for Evaluators of
Textbooks.
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